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COMBINATION OF NOVEL MATERIAL PLATFORMS DELIVERING COST EFFECTIVE WET 

INSULATION SOLUTIONS 

The current oil price environment challenges the Offshore Industry to develop fields at lower costs, 

translating to a need of lower risk and more cost effective solutions. 

Shawcor addressed this challenge by combining Shawcor’s ULTRA  best-in-class wet insulation 

with rapid cast-in-place NEMO  1.1 field joints, which proved to be the most efficient end-to-end 

solution for an Offshore Project in Australia. 

This paper addresses the use of styrenic alloys as multi-layered solids and foams offering the lowest 

thermal conductivity wet insulation system available on the market.  Together, with a thermally 

efficient epoxy-urethane hybrid solid field jointing material, offers many advantages over historically 

used solutions.  Some of the key features to be discussed are: improved thermal efficiency of the end-

to-end solution, thinner insulation systems, rapidly cast field joints, increased resistance to hot/wet 

environments, compliance with ISO 12736 wet ageing requirements, etc.  

The industry will benefit from this paper by developing a further understanding of new technologies 

available in the market that could bring to relevant savings when compared to traditional wet 

insulation solutions.       
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The current oil price environment challenges the Offshore Industry to develop fields at lower costs, 

translating to a need of lower risk and more cost effective solutions. 

Shawcor addressed this challenge by combining Shawcor’s ULTRA  best-in-class wet insulation with 

rapid cast-in-place NEMO  1.1 field joints, which has proved to be the most efficient end-to-end 

solution for a growing number of Offshore Projects. 

This paper addresses the use of styrenic alloys as multi-layered solids and foams offering the lowest 

thermal conductivity wet insulation system available on the market.  Together, with a thermally 

efficient epoxy-urethane hybrid solid field jointing material, offers many advantages over historically 

used solutions.  Some of the key features to be discussed are: improved thermal efficiency of the end-

to-end solution, thinner insulation systems, rapidly cast field joints, increased resistance to hot/wet 

environments, compliance with ISO 12736 wet ageing requirements, etc.  

The industry will benefit from this paper by developing a further understanding of new technologies 

available in the market that could bring to relevant savings when compared to traditional wet 

insulation solutions.       

INSULATION DESIGN 

The design of wet insulation systems is a very critical process and is often underestimated by the 

industry.  The design process is actually key for selecting a project’s technical compliant and most 

cost efficient solution.  There is unfortunately no international standard governing this process.  ISO 

12736 governs the application and collection of ageing and water absorption data of the various 

components of the system, but does not specify how to use that data in the design process.  The 

design of a wet insulation system must take into account the hydrostatic loads and temperatures the 

coating system will be exposed over time.  In that regards, numerical and validated models should be 

developed with the purpose of predicting what will be material properties over time and its change 

with temperature. The model should accurate predict for its life the following: internal stresses, 

expected dimensional change (creep), temperature profile of coating, k-value variation, U-value 

variation, water absorption over time.  It is not only relevant how to perform an appropriate insulation 

design, but also at which stage of the project cycle such design is performed.  Our experience has 

demonstrated that in most cases, designing the solution at very early stages of the project has 

allowed our customers to extract technical and commercial benefits from such process as well as de-

risk their projects. 

When reviewing possible wet insulation solutions for given project conditions, it is typical to consider: 

• Polyurethane based insulation coatings, like Syntactic PU and Glass Syntactic PU 

• Polypropylene based insulation coatings, like PP Foam and Glass Syntactic PP 
 

To add to this portfolio, Shawcor have developed Polystyrene based coatings in Solid and Foam 

versions. 

While there is some overlap between these solutions, the key question is how do we selected the 

most cost efficient and technical compliant solution?  They key property for ULTRA is low thermal 

conductivity: 0.15 – 0.17 W/m/K for solid, 0.11 to 0.14 W/m/K for foam  This ensures lowest thickness 

solutions among the above wet insulation systems for equivalent operating conditions.  The lower 

thickness compared to MLPP/GSPP/GSPU provides significant cost savings, e.g. faster production 

times, reduced qualification testing and potentially lower transportation and installation costs but also 

reduces the technical risk profile when pipeline submitted to mechanical stresses during 

installation.  Temperatures are managed through the use of Solid ULTRA as a heat barrier, ensuring 

predictable compression in the foam layers.  
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INSULATION CONSTRUCTION 

The first primer layer of the ULTRA system is fusion bonded epoxy.  Powder selection is based on 

project design or operating temperatures. 

The ULTRABond adhesive is suitable for temperatures up to 120°C and can be used without 

modification. 

The third layer for operating temperatures up to 95°C is the solid ULTRA material at 1030 kg/m³ (for 

higher temperature lines the ULTRABond adhesive is applied by extrusion to form a thermal barrier).  

Even in it’s solid form, ULTRA thermal conductivity at 0.16 W/m/K is a near equivalent to glass 

syntactic systems. 

The main insulation is provided by a blown foam at 830 kg/m³ density which has sufficient strength to 

cope with the hydrostatic pressure at the temperatures encountered.  It should be noted that this foam 

material is not prone to the catastrophic failure associated with the breaking of microspheres in glass 

syntactic foams. 

A final layer of UltraShield solid, UV stabilised material is extruded on to complete the coating system. 

 

FIELD JOINTING SOLUTION 

Field joints compatible with ULTRA insulation include injection moulded of solid polystyrene (IMPS or 

ULTRA FJ) or castable NEMO 1.1 (modified PU).  The castable products can be applied over liquid 

primer (i.e. not FBE) which can provide significant savings in cycle times. 

 

NEMO stands for Network Epoxy Modified resin.  The portfolio of NEMO has currently two options 

available: 

• NEMO 1.1, rated (hot/wet) up to 95C 

• NEMO 2.1, rated (hot/wet) up to 120C 
 

Two were the main drivers for developing this new solution:  

• the need of developing an improved hydrolytic resistance alternative to PU which could also 
be applied by standard FJC equipment with low footprint have comparable cycle times to 
IMPU      

• to mitigate risks of cracking when reeling thick polypropylene insulation coatings 
 

BENEFITS OF USING ULTRA AND NEMO 1.1 

These novel wet insulation technologies bring these benefits to the marketplace: 

• Improved thermal efficiency (reduced k-value) = thinnest solution 

• Improved seabed stability (solid SG >1) 

• Improved hydrolytic ageing 

• Low water uptake 

• High impact toughness  

• Improved ductility at lower temperatures (e.g. reeling at low temperatures) 

• Field proven technologies 

• Cost efficient 

• Cycle time compliant 

• Lower risk profile 
 


